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ABSTRACT

Proton radiography has proved increasingly successful as a diagnostic for electric and magnetic fields in high-energy-density physics ex-
periments. Most experiments use target-normal sheath acceleration sources with a wide energy range in the proton beam, since the velocity
spread can help differentiate between electric and magnetic fields and provide time histories in a single shot. However, in magnetized plasma
experiments with strong background fields, the broadband proton spectrum leads to velocity-spread-dependent displacement of the beam and
significant blurring of the radiograph.Wedescribe the origins of this blurring and showhow it can be removed from experimentalmeasurements,
and we outline the conditions under which such deconvolutions are successful. As an example, we apply this method to a magnetized plasma
experiment that used a backgroundmagnetic field of 3 T and inwhich the strong displacement and energy spread of the proton beam reduced the
spatial resolution from tens of micrometers to a few millimeters. Application of the deconvolution procedure accurately recovers radiographs
with resolutions better than 100 μm, enabling the recovery of more accurate estimates of the path-integrated magnetic field. This work extends
accurate proton radiography to a class of experimentswith significant backgroundmagneticfields, particularly those experiments with an applied
external magnetic field.

© 2021 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0054172

I. INTRODUCTION

Laser-driven proton radiography has proven to be an essential
diagnostic for measuring magnetic field structures in plasmas.
Typically, protons are produced using target-normal sheath accel-
eration (TNSA),1 pass through amagnetic field region of interest, and
are measured by the proton dose absorbed by a stack of radiochromic
film (RCF). By measuring the intensity pattern of the radiographs
fromdifferent proton energies on different layers of film, the structure
of the path-integrated magnetic field in both space and time can be
accurately recovered,2,3 with high spatial resolution and laser syn-
chronization providing excellent time resolution. This technique has
been used to study a host of effects ranging from Nernst advection4,5

to magnetic reconnection6,7 and is of vital importance for studies of
magnetized high-energy-density physics. As magnetic fields in
plasmas are of great interest both in laboratory astrophysics exper-
iments8,9 and for suppressing heat flow and instability growth and
enhancing yield in inertial confinement fusion experiments10,11 and
hybrid magnetized fusion schemes,12,13 it seems likely that proton
radiography is only going to become more useful with time.

Several studies have sought to use an applied background
magnetic field to explore conditions in a magnetized plasma,14,15 and
platforms to apply strong pulsed-power magnetic fields to a plasma
target and measure the associated effects are being developed at a
number of laser facilities.16–18 Under these conditions, however, the
performance of proton radiography can be severely affected by the
deflection of the proton beam in the background field, which can
overwhelm the signal from the magnetic field inside the plasma.
Furthermore, the deflection of protons in the background field is
energy-dependent, and this introduces problems for proton radi-
ography with broadband sources.

In this paper, we seek to understand and remedy the effects of
proton deflection in a strong background field. A recent experiment
used laser-driven proton radiography to measure changes to an
applied magnetic field. In the process, we observed both substantial
deflection of the proton beam and also a blurring effect, where the
spatial resolution of the radiographs was dramatically reduced in the
direction of the deflection. First, we show that this issue originates
from using a broadband energy spectrum TNSA proton source in
combination with a stack of RCF that absorbs protons over a finite
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range of energies. Second, by understanding the source of the
blurring, we show how this effect can be modeled by a linear con-
volution. Finally, we explore how a deconvolution process can
recover amore accurate estimate for themagnetic field profile, andwe
demonstrate the conditions under which this deconvolution is suc-
cessful, as well as its limitations.

II. BLURRING IN A BACKGROUND FIELD

We start by considering how protons of different energies
passing through a significant backgroundmagnetic field are deflected
by different angles depending on their energies, such as shown in
Fig. 1(a). This results in a succession of different radiographs from
protons of different energies, imprinted one on the other, each shifted
by a small distance, as shown in Fig. 1(b). This plot shows proton
radiographs calculated for the examplemagnetic field profile (with no
electric fields) at three different distinct energies, from 10 to 14 MeV,
with eachmonoenergetic radiograph slightly displaced because of the
background magnetic field. Each layer of RCF absorbs protons over a
finite range of energies, and so, when the proton beam has a
broadband energy spectrum, the radiographs measured by each
separate layer of film are all blurred in the direction of proton
deflection.

In this example, the background field was chosen to resemble the
conditions of a recent experiment. The peak field strength of 3 T along
the x direction extends over a diameter of around 40mm, as shown in
Fig. 1(a), with the proton beam initially traveling along the z axis and
experiencing a total integrated field of ∫Bx dz ≈ 90 T mm; the proton
beam is therefore deflected in the y direction. The synthetic radio-
graph intensities were calculated using the EPOCH particle-in-cell
code19 andmeasured at an RCF position 100mm from the origin. The
radiographs were combined, weighted by a thermal proton spectrum
atT� 5MeV and by the calculated absorption of an RCF layer with an
absorption peak at 10.6 MeV and a full width at half maximum of 0.4
MeV. Note that this blurring is asymmetric and changes both the
shape and the symmetry properties of the final radiograph. Using this
combined radiograph to reconstruct the magnetic field profile

therefore gives a poor estimate, as shown in Fig. 1(c). The amplitude of
the signal reconstructed from the combined radiograph ismuch lower
than the true value, as though the radiograph hadbeen takenwith very
poor spatial resolution. The shape of the profile is also distinctly
different owing to the asymmetric blurring. The reconstruction
using a monoenergetic radiograph, on the other hand, is close to the
true field, showing that the discrepancy arises from the blurring rather
than from the reconstruction. To calculate the degree of blurring in
these synthetic radiographs, we can consider each component in turn.

A. Proton deflection

First, we can calculate the deflection of protons in a known
backgroundmagnetic field by tracking the path of the proton through
the field, as shown in Fig. 1(a). In experiments, however, if the
background field is not well characterized, the deflection must
normally be calibrated using a known fiducial. By placing a wire at the
interaction point and taking measurements of the position of its
shadow on different layers of RCF, we can estimate the vertical
displacement of the beam on the stack y ′

0(E), as shown in Fig. 2(a).
Strictly speaking, this method assumes that the layers of RCF all lie in
exactly the same place, since y ′

0 also depends on the RCF position, but
this assumption is accurate when the deflection angle θy is sufficiently
small or the depth of the stack Δz is sufficiently short that
θyΔz≪Δy ′

0. The measured points can then be fitted to a function of
the form y ′

0(E) ≈ a + b/
��
E

√
, with fitting parameters a and b, to reflect

the greater deflection of lower-energy protons. The steeper the change
in y ′

0(E)with changes in proton energy, the worse will be the effect of
blurring.

B. Protons absorbed

Second, the energies deposited into the RCF stack by the proton
beamcan be calculated using afinite element opacitymodel, where for a
number of protonsN(E, z) of a given energy E and depth in the stack z,
the absorption in the stack is given by dN(E, z) � −σ(E, z)N(E, z)dz for
an opacity σ(E, z). σ can be tabulated against proton energy for different

FIG. 1. (a) Example of the magnetic field structure, with a large background field surrounding a millimeter-scale signal region near the center (a close-up of which is shown in the
inset on the top right). Overlaid are the paths of monoenergetic proton beams of energies 10 MeV (blue), 16 MeV (yellow), and 21 MeV (pink). (b) Example of three synthetic
monoenergetic radiographs (dashed lines) at 10 MeV (blue), 12 MeV (green), and 14 MeV (red), compared with a composite combined radiograph (solid purple), modeled using a
thermal proton distribution absorbed by a layer of RCF. (c) Magnetic field profile reconstructed from the combined blurred radiograph (bold purple line) compared with the true field
profile (solid black) and the reconstruction from the monoenergetic radiograph at 14 MeV (dashed red).
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materials, with opacity higher for densermaterials and for lower proton
energies. The proton populations through the RCF stack can be cal-
culated by integration as log[N(E, z)/N0(E)]� −∫σ(E, z)dz, for an initial
proton energy spectrum N0(E). The response function for a given slice
of RCF labeled iwith thickness ti is thenRi(E)� [N(E, zi)−N(E, zi+ ti)]/
N0(E). These response functions are plotted in Fig. 2(b), showing the
characteristic Bragg peaks. For each layer of RCF, this results in a
negligible response at low energies (where almost all the protons have
already been deposited earlier in the stack), followed by a sudden spike
in absorption at aparticular energy (where the integratedopacity is close
to 1), followed by a decay in response at higher energies (where the
integrated opacity remains much less than 1).

C. Proton spectrum

Finally, the response curves, which vary for each layer in the RCF
stack, should then be weighted by the energy distribution of the
proton beam, N0(E), which is the same for all layers but varies from
shot to shot. The spectrum is generally estimated using the dose
measured on each piece of RCF, compared with the proton energy
most strongly absorbed by each layer. Either fitting to an expected
spectral shape [e.g., a thermal spectrum given by N0(E) } e−E/T for a
temperature T] or interpolating between these measured points on
the spectrum then gives an estimate of the proton energy distribution,
with examples from two different laser shots shown in Fig. 2(c) with
estimated temperatures of 4.8 and 5.7 MeV. Strictly speaking,
however, each layer of RCF absorbs protons from a range of energies,
as we saw, and the proton spectrum should be found self-consistently,
finding a spectrumN0(E) such that themeasured dose on each slice i is
Di � ∫Ri(E)N0(E)dE. This can be approached by inversion or itera-
tively, starting at the back of the RCF stack where the response is only
due to high energies and Ri(E) is mostly zero.

III. BLURRING AS A CONVOLUTION

Nowwe understand the causes of blurring in proton radiographs
taken through a strong background magnetic field, we can work to
remove the effect and recover an estimate of what the radiographs

would look like without the background field. If the proton energy is
conserved, then, in the absence of electric fields, the deflection of
protons depends on the path-integrated magnetic field as
v̂f − v̂0 � (q/γmv)∫ v̂3B ds. If the spatial scale of the background
field is much larger than that of the field we wish to measure, then the
path of the protons is dominated by the appliedfield, andwe can safely
calculate the degree of blurring from the background field alone.

On the other hand, the intensity of the proton radiograph is
dependent on the gradient of the deflection. A one-dimensional
radiograph has an intensity profile given by I/I0 � |zy′/zy|−1,
where y is the position of protons as they pass through the object
plane at z � 0, and y′ is the position of protons as they arrive at the
RCF stack. This means that the relevant quantity for the intensity
profile is (q/γmv)z(∫ v̂3B ds)/zy. If the background field is only
slowly varying in space, then the intensity profile of the radiograph
is dominated by the lower-amplitude but more rapidly varying
field that we wish to measure (the signal). The shape of an unblurred
monoenergetic radiograph then depends only on the signal
magnetic field.

Next, we assume that over the energy range of protons absorbed
by a single layer of RCF, the radiograph is identical. Generally, lower-
energy protons are deflected more by the magnetic fields, giving
radiographs with higher variations in intensity and more caustic
features. At low proton energies or strong fields, the assumption of
identical radiographs over a small energy range is therefore not ac-
curate. Where each RCF layer is only absorbing protons from a
relatively narrow energy spread, however, we can write the intensity
profile from protons of a given energy on a given shot as

Ij(y′;E) � Ij0 exp −

E

Tj
( )f y′ −y ′

0(E);E0( ), (1)

where the proton spectrum on laser shot j is characterized by an
intensity Ij,0 and a temperature Tj that vary from shot to shot, the
function f(y′; E0) describes the shape of a monoenergetic radiograph
at an energy E0 ≈ E, which depends only on the signal magnetic field,
and y ′

0(E) describes the deflection, which depends only on the
background magnetic field.

FIG. 2. (a) Deflection of the proton beam vs energy, measured by tracking the edge of the proton distribution in synthetic radiographs, and fitted to y ′

0(E) � a + b/
��
E

√
. (b) RCF

absorption curves calculated by the finite element opacity model described in the text, with the first layer of RCF on the left. (c) Examples of proton energy distributions estimated
from RCF doses measured on two different experimental laser shots, fitted to thermal distributions.
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When these protons are absorbed by a given RCF layer i, they
produce a measured dose shape of the form

Dij(y) � Ij,0 ∫Ri(E)exp −

E

Tj
( )f y′ −y ′

0(E);E0( )dE
� Dj,0 ∫gij(y ′

0)f y′ −y ′

0;E0( )dy ′

0, (2)

which is a linear spatial convolution of themonoenergetic radiograph
with a kernel g(y′) given by

gij(y′) � Ri E(y′)( )exp −

E(y′)
Tj

[ ] dE

dy′
. (3)

Furthermore, if the contrast of the radiograph is not so high as to
form caustic features (i.e., I/I0 − 1 ≪ 1), then we can generalize this
convolution kernel to any RCF position or proton source location. If
there is a direct mapping between points in the object plane described
by the coordinate y and points on the RCF stack described by
y′ ≈ y ′

0(E) +My (for a magnificationM), then we can also describe
the convolution kernel in terms of y. The width of the convolution
kernel then describes the spatial resolution with which we can
measure the magnetic field.

Some examples of convolution kernels are shown in Fig. 3(a),
calculated using themeasured deflection and RCF response functions
shown in Fig. 2 and the thermal proton energy spectra at T � 5 MeV
and T � 10 MeV, and plotted vs position in the object plane. For the
first RCF layer at the front of the stack, with proton energies around
5MeV, the proton deflection is large, and the resulting blurring kernel
has a broad tail to the left of the ideal monoenergetic peak. This would
blur out anymagnetic field features smaller than a fewmillimeters. By
the fourth RCF layer in the stack, however, with proton energies
around 15 MeV, the effect of blurring occurs over less than a
millimeter.

Comparing the results for a proton spectrum with T � 10 MeV,
the broader energy range of protons incident on the RCF stack here
results in broader blurring kernels. There is therefore a trade-off with
proton energy: for higher-energy protons, deflection is small and

blurring is negligible, but the dose absorbed in the RCF is lower, and
the amplitude of the signal will also be smaller. Increasing the dose by
obtaining higher-temperature proton spectra will also increase the
effect of blurring.

We can compare the effective spatial resolutions by looking at
the standard deviations of the convolution kernels, plotted in Fig. 3(b)
vs the mean proton energy absorbed by each layer of the RCF stack.
This shows the reduction in the kernel widthwith proton energy, such
that for a 3 T background field with a field integral of 90 T mm, the
blurring width changes from around 2 mm in the object plane at
5MeV to under 250 μmabove 20MeV. Increasing the temperature of
the proton beam to 10 MeV could increase the proton dose at these
higher energies, but would also lead to an increase in the blurring
width by around 50%. If the field strength is increased to 10 T, on the
other hand, the effect of blurring is very significant, even at these
higher energies, with a blurring width of 1 mm in the object plane at
20 MeV. Whereas magnetized plasma experiments that employ
proton radiography often attempt to increase the proton temperature
or the magnetic field strength, both of these changes will lead to
greater blurring, and great care must be taken if small features in the
magnetic field are to be measured.

IV. DECONVOLUTION

Having expressed the blurring as a linear convolution, we can
perform a deconvolution and recover the monoenergetic radiograph
f(y′; E0) from the measured dose profile. There are several possible
deconvolution algorithms, of which we use the Richardson–Lucy
technique20,21 for its stability. Figure 4(a) shows the same combined
radiograph described earlier, calculated from a thermal proton
spectrum with T � 5 MeV incident on a layer of RCF after passing
through a background magnetic field with a strength of 90 T mm, as
shown in Fig. 1. This radiograph is compared with the 10 MeV
monoenergetic radiograph predicted from particle-in-cell simula-
tions and with the estimated radiograph recovered using deconvo-
lution of the combined radiograph. This shows how the
deconvolution increases the contrast of the radiograph, with the result
closely approximating the profile of the monoenergetic radiograph.

FIG. 3. (a) Examples of convolution kernels calculated for different RCF layers for a
T � 5 MeV thermal proton spectrum (solid lines) passing through a 3 T background
field, compared with the kernels for a T � 10 MeV proton spectrum under the same
conditions (dotted lines). (b) Standard deviation of the kernels plotted vs the mean
proton energy absorbed by each RCF layer, comparing T � 5 MeVand T � 10 MeV
proton beams passing through a 3 T background field with a T� 5MeV proton beam
passing through a 10 T background field.

FIG. 4. (a) Synthetic radiographs from a thermal proton beam passing through a
background field with a strength of 90 T mm before being absorbed by a layer of
RCF. The combined radiograph (purple line) and that after application of deconvo-
lution (dash-dotted red line) are compared with a monoenergetic radiograph at a
proton energy of 10 MeV (solid blue). (b) Reconstructed magnetic field profile
recovered from the synthetic radiographs. Again, the result without deconvolution
(purple line) and the result using deconvolution (dash-dotted red line) are compared
with the true magnetic field profile (solid black line).
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Under these conditions, this therefore makes the recovered magnetic
field profile more accurate after deconvolution has been used, as
shown in Fig. 4(b). The deconvolved radiograph gives an estimate
of the magnetic field that is almost an exact match to the true profile
for |r| > 0.3 mm, with the same symmetry and amplitude. On-axis,
however, the deconvolution leads to an exaggeration of the magnetic
field strength and a significant error, demonstrating that this
deconvolution is a useful tool, but not a perfect solution to the
problem of blurring.

Deconvolution of a blurred radiograph clearly has limitations,
and cannot perfectly recover a monoenergetic radiograph or the true
magnetic field profile. First, applying any deconvolution algorithm to
real data can amplify noise features, such as can be seen on the right of
Fig. 4(a); instead of a flat I � I0 profile there is an artifact from the
application of a deconvolution to noise. This can lead to inaccurate
field reconstructions away from the main features, or where the
amplitude of the noise is similar to that of the signal. Second, the shape
of the radiograph is not identical for different proton energies, with
the greater deflection of lower-energy protons leading to a higher-
contrast radiograph. By assuming that the radiograph shape is
constant, the deconvolved signal will tend to overestimate the am-
plitude of the magnetic field profile. Finally, the deconvolution
process is only an estimate of the true deconvolution, and cannot
perfectly recover the original signal. The broader the convolution
kernel relative to the feature size of the signal, themore poorly will the
deconvolution algorithm perform. All of these limitations mean that
deconvolution is more helpful in estimating the true magnetic field
profile under some conditions than others.

We can study the accuracy of the deconvolution under different
conditions by simulating the blurring process and the deconvolution.
Figure 5(a) shows an example of an arbitrary integratedmagnetic field
profile (solid black line), defined here as a sinusoid with a linearly
increasing amplitude. The blurring is modeled by calculating a series
of synthetic radiographs with different proton energies, before dis-
placing the radiographs by the deflections shown in Fig. 2(a). This

assumes that the background field is constant over the signal region
and does not change the shape of the radiograph. The proton source is
point-like in these ideal synthetic radiographs, with the spatial res-
olution limited only by the grid size of 2 μm. The absorption of
protons in the third layer of RCF is then modeled using a thermal
proton spectrum with a temperature of 5 MeV and an RCF response
curve as shown in Fig. 2(b). This results in significant blurring of the
recoveredmagneticfield profile (dashed blue line), with the amplitude
of the sinusoid reduced by around a factor of three. Applying a
deconvolution algorithm, however, with a convolution kernel such as
shown in Fig. 3(a), recovers a sharp radiograph. This gives an estimate
of the magnetic field that closely matches the original profile.

Figure 5(b) shows how, under different conditions, the accuracy of
the magnetic field reconstruction varies depending on the RCF layer,
with layers that absorb higher-energy protons measuring less blurring
and giving a lower error. The error is shown as the root-mean-square
(rms) difference in integrated magnetic field, relative to the rms of the
original integrated magnetic field profile. Whereas the blurred ra-
diographs (dashed lines) give relative errors of around50%ormore, the
error after applying the deconvolution (shown by the solid lines) falls to
under 10%. The deconvolution is not perfect, however, and for the first
layer in the RCF stack, absorbing proton energies around 5 MeV, the
relative error after deconvolution is still around 50%. At these low
proton energies, the largewidths of the kernelsmake the deconvolution
inaccurate, while the shape of the radiograph also changes rapidly with
proton energy and the blurring is not described well by a convolution.
We can therefore establish first that applying a deconvolution with the
relevant kernel substantially improves the accuracy of reconstructing
the magnetic field, and second that this deconvolution performs better
at higher proton energies, above 10 MeV.

By changing themodeled deflection and proton spectrum, we can
also explore how the strength of the background field and the tem-
perature of the proton beam affect the accuracy of the reconstruction.
As expected, and in agreementwith Fig. 3(b), both a higher background
field and a higher-temperature proton beam cause greater blurring

FIG. 5. (a) Arbitrary integrated magnetic field profile with a scale length of 0.5 mm (solid black line) compared with an example of a reconstructed field from a blurred radiograph
(dashed blue line) and after deconvolution (dash-dotted red line). (b) Accuracy of the reconstruction before (dashed lines) and after (solid lines) deconvolution, plotted vs the mean
proton energy absorbed in each layer of RCF, shown for thermal T � 5 MeV and T � 10 MeV protons passing through a background field of 90 or 300 T mm. (c) Estimate of the
maximum feature size that can be resolved to better than 10% accuracy in the magnetic field profile with (solid lines, solid markers) and without the deconvolution (dashed lines,
open markers), plotted vs the mean proton energy absorbed in each layer of RCF, shown for a thermal T � 5 MeV proton spectrum passing through background fields of different
strengths.
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and a reduction in accuracy of the reconstruction, both before and after
the application of deconvolution.Whereas increasing the proton beam
temperature from 5 MeV (shown by the blue lines) to 10 MeV (red
lines) makes the relative error without any deconvolution around 10%
worse, the main effect on the deconvolution process is to increase the
proton energy required for an accurate reconstruction.A higher proton
temperature not only increases the width of the smearing kernel, but
also weakens the assumptions of a linear convolution. The shape of the
radiograph can vary considerably over the larger energy range, making
the deconvolution inaccurate below 15 MeV. Above this point,
however, the assumptions hold and the kernel is narrower, making the
deconvolution accurate to better than 10%.

Similarly, increasing the background field strength from 90 to
300 Tmm (shown by the purple lines) makes the convolution kernels
much broader, and increases the relative error of the blurred re-
construction by around 20%.The kernels for RCF layers at the front of
the stack have widths greater than 2mm in the object plane, as shown
in Fig. 3(b), and it is therefore unsurprising that the deconvolution
cannot accurately recover the features of the true magnetic field
profile. By RCF layers deeper in the stack absorbing higher proton
energies, on the other hand, the deconvolution accurately reproduces
the truemagnetic field profile, with a relative error of less than 10% for
proton energies greater than 20 MeV. In this way, accurately probing
magnetic fields in the presence of a strong background field requires
high doses of high-energy protons, but unfortunately using high-
temperature proton beams to achieve this can be counterproductive.
Deconvolution is very successful at recovering the signal magnetic
field profile even when blurring is severe, but spatial features that are
too small are lost—a feature that we explore in detail next.

We can estimate the spatial resolution of the deconvolved ra-
diographs by calculating the radiograph and the reconstructed mag-
netic field profile as before, now using a series of magnetic field profiles
with the same form as shown in Fig. 5(a) but with wavelengths from
16mmdown to12.5μm.For each layer ofRCF, the smallestwavelength
is found that still gives less than 10% rms error. The accuracy of the
blurred radiographs, on the other hand, is estimated using the con-
volution kernel by finding the wavenumber where the Fourier trans-
form of the relevant kernel falls to 90% of the maximum amplitude,
thereby introducing a 10% error in the corresponding wavelength.

The resulting estimates of the spatial resolution in the object
plane are shown in Fig. 5(c), with themaximum spatial resolution that
can be recovered with an accuracy of better than 10% plotted vs
proton energy for synthetic radiographs, both before and after the
application of deconvolution, and for different background magnetic
field strengths. This shows how the blurring strongly limits the spatial
resolution, with this effect being worse at lower proton energies, but
still problematic for proton energies above 20 MeV. At 20 MeV, the
spatial resolution is limited to around a millimeter for a background
field strength of 30 T mm, but around 10 mm for a background field
strength of 300 T mm.

Applying the deconvolution improves the spatial resolution
above 10 MeV by around an order of magnitude. For a 30 T mm
background field, spatial resolutions of tens of micrometers in the
object plane are achievable for proton energies higher than 20 MeV.
The deconvolution is not perfect and cannot recover all of the lost
resolution, with the front layers of the RCF stack experiencing little
benefit when absorbing protons around 10 MeV and below. Higher

proton energies, which experience less deflection, again correspond to
better spatial resolution. For the strongest 300 T mm background
field, the spatial resolution even after using deconvolution is around a
millimeter at 15 MeV, or 300 μm at 25 MeV. When using a proton
source with a broad energy spread to conduct radiography in applied
magnetic fields, increasing the magnetic field strength will reduce the
spatial resolution achievable, even after using deconvolution.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have extended proton probing to a new class of experiments
that use applied magnetic fields surrounding the region of interest.
These experiments encounter significant difficulties, because not only
is the proton beam deflected by the background field, but this de-
flection is energy-dependent. When combined with a broadband
proton energy spectrum and absorption in layers of RCF, this de-
flection results in significant blurring of the proton radiograph. This
blurring ismost severe for layers of RCF at the front of the stack, which
absorb lower-energy protons, but is also a significant problem for
protons of higher energies, above 20 MeV for the conditions con-
sidered here. Furthermore, increasing the temperature of the proton
beam to access higher proton energies will itself worsen the effect of
blurring.

However, we have also shown that under certain conditions, the
blurring can be modeled as a linear convolution and removed using a
deconvolution algorithm. When the background field is large and
slowly varying in space compared with the signal, and the relative
energy spread of protons absorbed by the RCF is sufficiently small, we
can therefore recover a good estimate for amonoenergetic radiograph
and accurately reconstruct themagnetic field that wewish tomeasure,
despite the presence of a strong background field. By looking at how
the convolution kernel changes with the background field strength,
the proton temperature, and the RCF absorption, we can estimate the
loss of spatial resolution caused by the blurring and calculate the
deconvolution required.

We have shown how deconvolution substantially increases the
accuracy of the reconstructed magnetic field profile, with the error in
the reconstruction falling fromover 50% to under 10%, and the spatial
resolution of the radiographs is improved by an order of magnitude.
While no estimate of the true magnetic field profile will be perfect,
calculating the kernel and applying deconvolution allows us to re-
covermuch greater spatial resolution than is possible from the blurred
radiographs, down to around 100 μm for a 90Tmmbackground field.
We have in this way extended the power of proton radiography to
experiments with applied magnetic fields, allowing researchers to
study changes to electric and magnetic fields even under these
challenging experimental conditions.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See the supplementary material for the RCF stack design used
throughout and the reconstruction process for recovering magnetic
fields from the one-dimensional proton intensity profile.
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